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INTRODUCTION 

Northern Coal Mines Limited holds 36 coal licenses on the lower 

Boxron River, extending for a distance of approximately 13 miles from 

Purden Creek to Grizzly Bear Creek. The area lies 35 miles east of 

Prince George and is accessible by gravel road south of F?ghway 16. The 

Be/won River valley in this area is flat-bottomed, lg to 2 Ales wide, 

ana lies at an elevation of approximately 2,400 feet: valley gides rise 

to sumits of shout 4,000 feet. 

In 1971 Betiilehen Copper Corp. Ltd. investigated the stratigraphy and 

structure of the coal-bearing rocks and completed a programe of surface 

diamond drilling with 5 holes totalling 7, 474 feet. Drill cores s.nd 

logs furnished by Northern Coal Hines vere also studied. 

STR&TIG,RAPKY- 

Most of them area is covered by 50 to 180 feet of overburden and out- 

crops are limited only in the banks of the river. Nest of the information 

hzs been obtained from detailed mapping of isolettid rock exposures for a 

distance of 23 mi,les along the river and an examination of neerly 22,000 

~feet of drill cores and logs. 

Rocks Basement 

Rocks of the Slide Yountain group (Mi~ssissippian age?) crop out 

along the slope above the valley floor and have been penetrated by drill 

holes in the Bovron River basin. They include argillite, chert, flair 
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breccia, greenstone and some limestone. According to Campbell (1968) 

the Slide Noun&in group in areas to the sou~th are neither schistose 

nor greatly deformed. This is also true for this area, except that the 

steeply dipping dark grey limestone encountered on tine eest bank Of the 

Bovrron River at the noutii of Tenaskli Cr. is probably involved in a 
I 

fablt Zone. 
~ 

Hassive grey tuffaceous sandstone cut by carbcnate stringers and 

veins has been encountered in diamond drill holes WL-lA, UL-4,'DDH-24, 

DDH-71-5, DDH-71-4 and DDE-71-2. Because of its intimate association 

vritii overlying Tertiary sediments, it is suggested that volcanic activity 

may have been contenporaneou s with the initial sedimentation of coal bearing 

strata. 

Coal-Seering Sedimentary Series 

A thick sedimentary series overlies the Slide Xountain group and has 

been dated by Rouse (U.B.C.) as mid-TertiaFJ age. Diamond drill hole 

71-3, the deepest hole on the property, penetrated 2,200 feet (true 

thickness) of shale, sandstones, breccias and coal beds in the lover part. 

Breccia 

Breccias ar,e up to 200 feet thick and consist of angular fragments 

of chert? green volcnnics, quartzite, limestone, shale and coal fragments 

in a medium to coarse-grained matrix. Some of the fragnents are up to 6 

inches long but more commoniy are 1 to 2 inches long. There is raTid and 
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abrupt graded beddine within fine-grained breccia zones that grade UT 

into coarse-grained sandstone, whereas sow of the breccias are in sharp 

contact with underlying sandstone and shale units. Breccias are darker 

in colour below the major coal zone in DDE-71-1, DDX-71-2, DDH-71-3 than 

above, due to a predominance of dark limestone pebbles and shale fragments 

in a aai-k matrix. 

The thick breccia sequence in DDX-71-3 at depths of 937 $0 1,138 

feet contain pebbles with long axes that lie in a downslope direction which 

suggests that the direction of transport was in an east-vest direction. 

One foot of breccia in this drill hole at a depth of 290 feet is radioactive 

with readings of 4 to 5 times backgro!md count. 

A detailed escninztion of the outcrop on the west side of the Bovron 

River, 500 feet south of the Northern Coal csq~ reveals the lenticular 

nature of breccia units which pinch out from 3 feet thickness to extinction 

in a lateral distance of 20 feet. Minor imbricate structures suggest that 

transport of fragments vas from the south (see stratigraohic section). 

Sandsto~ 

These units arc light g'rey to broom to dark grey. veq fine to cooroe- 

grained and contain co?1 partings and abundant carbonaceous stringers and 

streaks. Graded beddinr :vld fine-laminations arr3 G~uite common, especially 

at depths of 594 to 620 feet in DDR-71-3 and 967 to 1,300 in DDH-71-4. 

Some of the sandstones are cross-bedded belox the major coal zone in 
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DDH-71-1 at 1,500 feet depth. 

Contorted bedding in some of the drill cores is interpreted as 

penecontenpornneous slwlp structures. In some cases, the sandstones show 

the effect of being squeezed and slunped by impact of brsccia pebbles. 

A scintillorreter survey of rocks along the Bovron River, 500 feet 

I south of Northern Coal camp reveals that fine-grained sar,dstones 5 to 10 

f&t below the upper coal zone are radioactive with readings up to 7 

tines background count (see detailed stratigraphic section). 

Shales 

Shales range fron gray to black and brorrn in colour and contain thin 

sandstone and breccia zones, carbonaceous strin,cers and coal partings. 

Dense and black shales ale found associated with coal beds in DDH-71-l.. 

Graded bedding within shale units is quite obvious. Shales at depths of 

306 to 967 feet and below 1,200 feet in DDE-71-4 are finely laminated and 

aDpear to be cyclic in character. A thin pyrite zo>e occurs in DDH-71-4 

at a death of 949 feet. Slump structures occur in DDH-71-l at 400, 

432-449, 740-857 and 1067-1069 feet~ deptfi; also in DDIL71-2 at 804-815, 

and in DDH-71-4 it depths of 245-267, 282-304 and 335,feat. 

Distinctly bro:m shales occur within 200 fee t of the top of t'ne major 

coal zone in VL-lA, VL-5, WL-7, W-9, DDH-71-4, DDH-71-3 and DDH-71-2 and 

therefore can be used for correlation purposes. 

IJost of the drill cores shox a distinct coal zone in the basal 250 
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feet of. section with a vertical thickness ranging from 60 feet in 

DDH-71-4 to 200 feet in DDH-71-3. Refer to vertical sections A-A' to 

G-G'. 

The behavior of t‘ne coal zc~ne is quite variable. Individual coal 

beds and interbedded sandstones and shales do not maintain their 

thicknesses for any great distance. \?ithin 1,500 feet of their first 

appearing, individual coal beds may have become separated by as much as 

100 feet of sediment. Because of this fact, individual coal s?ams can 

not be traced from drill hole to drill hole. 

The thickness of the coal seams and the~thickness of interbedded 

sediments are closely related seam properties and probably xas determined 

largely by the degree of subsidence taking place during the accumulation 

of peat in the Bowron River basin. Seam qlitting takes place so that within 

the same stratigraphic limits, seams amy from the basin margin become fewer 

in number and individually thicker with a corresponding decrease in amount 

of sediment (DDH-71-l). Toward the margin of We basin, seams are thin 

and often contain an appreciable amount of sediment (VL-3 and 'A-4). 
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Figure1 

K&or Ceol Zone Penetrated b:I Drill Role 

Combined Thickest 
Coal Other Coal 

Drill Hole - Death m Thickness Sediments Bed 

DDH-71-1 1,384 - 1,453 25O 40 29 5 
DDII-71-2 upper 1140-1171 25O 12 19 5 

Lower 1258-1284 25O 17 9 .4 

Upper 12 feet of lover seam 
contains 2 feet total shale 

DDH-71-3 Upper 2081-2146 20° 15 51. 2 

Lower 2220-2261 200 21 21 2.5 
DDH-71-4 1720-1767 38O 11 36 2 

The following is based on logs 
by Dr. Black for Northern Coal. 

WL-1A 

wIr2 

WL-3 
WL-5 
WL-6 
WL-7 

WI-9 
DDE-11 
DDH-19 

DDH-31 

Upper 995-1039 150 

Lower 1097-1150 159 

957-1102 200 

815-881 200 

523-559 450 

777-809 45’) 

1778-1810 25O 

540-571 450 

4.9-91 450 

127-162 400 

221-290 350 

15 29 

21 32 

39 . 106 

32 34 

32 34 

32 O? 

24 8 

26 5 
28 14 
28 7 

22 57 
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According to Commercial Testing and Engineering Co. the coals 

in DDE-71-1, DDH-71-2 and DDE-71-3 is similar to mthracite in appearance 

but high in volatile matter. Core DDH-71-l contains several resin blebs 

from 1,435 do>m. The mineral matter-free BTU ranges from 13,500 to 

13,900. If the coal is not oxidised its ranking according to ASTM is 

High Volatile B Bitminious. Residue from the volatile determination 

indicates tine coal has caking properties but is non-swelling. 

Stratipraohic Variations 

The sediments are characterised by sharp, vertical, lithological 

variations in more than one scale. Facies change in tie horizontal 

direction is also highly characteristic, particularly in the coarser beds. 

This finds its extreme development in breccias which cut fine-greined 

sandstone and shales. 

The lo!ier part of the sedimentary series in.ths southern portion of 

the basin is composed of shale. The shale sequence is approximately 800 

feet thick in DDH-71-3 (vertical section C-Cl), 1,000 feet in !IL-7 

(vertical section D-D*) and 770 feet in DDH-71-4 (vertical section EG' 

and E-E'). But &en in this predominantlg shale fecies a wedge of breccia, 

200 feet thick, occurs in DDH-71-3 and pinches out before it reaches YL-7, 

a distance of 2.600 feet to the southwest (vertical section G-G'). Cyclic 

or rhyt:hmic laminated horizons in these shales bespeak of lacustrine 

deposition especially in the area south of Rorthem Coal can?. 
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The shale fakes ci~anges into coarse elastics tomrd the north, 

so that drill cores fron 'VLlA, !IL-2, !!L-3, K-4, and DDH-71-2 are 

composed predoninmtly of sandstone and breccia (vertical section 

F-F' and G-G'). 

The breccia sequence in the upper part of the sedimentary series 

is approxinetely 800 feet thick in DDH-7i-3 and 400 feeLin DDH-71-l. 

The upper part of the sequence is not exposed and its total tiiickness is 

unlcnv:.n . There is little doubt that frzgraents contained in the sedimentary 

breccia were derived from Slide Mountain rocks that outcrop on nearby 

slopes. A coarsening of facies in the stratigraphic record in a north- 

east direction suggest a principal source are2 in that direction. The 

random distribution of fragments, graded bedding, and imbricate structure 

suggests trmsportation in the form of channel deposits as well es mud- 

flows, giving rise to turbidity currents in the deeper portion of 

depositional basin. 

The long term subsidence of the basin must be accompanied by uplift 

of the supply areas and tiiis necessaril, yr involves crustel deformation, 

since the coal-fbming conditions in the Bo::ron River basin becomes 

less and less obvious in upward vertical succession, while the percentage 

of coarse-elastics tends to rise. 

Extent of Coal-beam 

Exanination of outcrops along the 3o::ron River extending from 

Grizzly Sear Creek nort:hvard to H?g:?ri~y 16 neaI' Purden Creek reveals that 
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the southern portion of the area is underlain by rocks of the Slide 

Hountain group (green volcenics, phyllites, and qusrtzites) and the 

southern linit of sedinentary strata occur along the west side of the 

valley $ mile nortkvest of the confluence of Swamp Creek and Bowron 

RSver, approximately 2 miles south of the Northern Coal camp. Refer to 

tie Photogeological !!a~,. T:?is suggests that the coal-bearing rocks in 

the Bowron River basin is far less extensive than ~:as previously postulated 

by Black (1967) and others. 

The rocks exposed nort'Iwest of the Northern Coal canr, at various 

places along the Bo:rron River is con?osed dominantly of coarse breccias 

and sandstones. Cores from drill holes VL-lA, WL-2, WL-3 and W&4 show 

not only a pinch-out of coal seams in a northwest direction but also a 

thinning of the sedincnts as the basin floor rises in the sane direction 

(v&ical section F-F'). These facts seen to discount the possibility 

of encountering,anything but thin discontinuous cozl scans at depth in 

areas northwest of DDH-YL-4. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

The Tertiary rocks occupy a linear basin oriented northwesterly, 

10 tiles long and zpproxinately l* miles wide. In gross aspect, the 

structure a_opears to be a graben that has been do?mdropped in relation 

to Slide IKountain group rocks that crop out on both sides of the Bowron 

River valley. The east side of the graben is interpreted as a fault, 

inferred fron aerial photographs by the relatively straight escarpnsnt, 

composed of green volcanics, quartsite and black liir.ostone. Throughout 
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most of its length the fault line is largely buried by Pleistocene and 

Quaternary alluvium along the Bowron River. Eastward dipping sedimentary 

breccias exposed on the east side of the river, 14. miles northvest of 

Tenaslcli Creek is thought to lie within 500 feet of the fault line. 

Steeply dipping limestone at the mouth of Tenaskli Creek is probably a 

slice of Slide Hountain group associated with the fault that lies just 

west of this outcrop. 

The fault contact on the west side of the Bowron River graben has 

been observed in only one place. In the area 1; miles southeast of 

Northern Coal camp, thin-bedded dark shales are in contact with eastward 

dipping green volcanics of the Slide Mountain group. The shales are 

overturned steeply toward the west near the fault but in a distance of 

100 feet, dig 50 to 600 eastward urder the Bowron River. Refer to the 

vertical section of this fault in the Photogeologic Map. The fault can 

be traced to the soutn on the aerial. photographs.to a point just north of 

Tsus Creek, where it is completely obscurred by glacial and fluvial 

deposits. Toward the northwest, the fault is manifest as an exhumed 

fault-line scarp, especially in the area southwest of Northern Coal can?. 

The Borrron River craben has been traced from Purden Creek southesst- 

ward for a distance of approximately 10 miles where it is~cut off by a 

northeast-southwest-trending fault near the mouth of Tsus Creek (on 

Photogeologic I,Iap). 
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Alon the VrestenI edge of the graben, the sedimentary series 

dip from 20 to 60° easturard. A local revems. of dip does OCCUI along 
--~ .~~~ 

the Forron River 1 nile northeest of the routh of Taspai Creek where breccias 

dip as nuch as 70° :v.xst:x?rd~. Vith the exceotion of this one outcrop, the 

writer has not seen eny evidence to suggest that the coal-bearirg rocks pi 

within the graben reverse their eastnard dip beneeth the Bowon River 

valley. 

me2 --- 

Generelized Cross-Section 
Bo-mon River Graben 

Slide 1~Iountain Rocks 

Structure Contourr~er, 

Structural contours dram at the top of the major coal zone pene- 

trated by drill in the Bovron River vnllq discloses that the sedir?entary 

roch dip 40 to 60'3 eastvard in the southsrz portion of the area rrhereas the __~.~ 

strata north of Northern Coal can? di?s abmt 40° wstxerd decreasing to 

ebout 200 tov:ard the nort:-enct. 



grlrll Ho1.e m - IA n-7 DDE-71-1 

995 1778 1350 

blL2 m-9 DDE-71-2 
1040 540 1235 

UL3 DDH-11 DDH-71-3 

845 50 2110 

ML5 DDE-19 DDII-71-4 

523 128 1720 

m-6 DDH-31 

775 220 

Because of the elevation of tk najor coal zone in DDE-71.-2 at 

1,144 feet is not consistent with 21 extension of e 20" dip of the coal 

zone in VL-1A (1,371 feet), it is postulated that a northvest-trending 

fault lies betveen DDE-71-2 and E;'IrlA :rith the east side upthrokm 

approximately 400 feet. Refer to the Structural Contour Map and vertical 

section A-A'. 

W 
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1. Based on drill core examination and detailed napping in the field, 

the limits sf the coal,basin are more restricted in area than was formerly 

anticipated. 

2. Distinct facies change from shales and sandstones into breccias; 

this, concomitant with a rise in basement rocks northwest of DDH-\?IL-4, 
-- 

discounts the possibility of encountering anything but thin coal seams 

at depth in this direction. Coal-forming conditions in the Bowron River 
,./' 

basin are less and less obvious in upward vertical succession while the 

percentage of coarse elastics tends to rise. 

3. Because of extreme variations in thickness of coal seams and inter- 

bedded sediments, continuity of individual coal seams is not maintained 

at depth and their correlation has not been possiljle. 

4. Coal-bearing rocks dip eastward at dips ranging from 60' on the 

west edge of the Bowron River graben to 20' in the northern part of 

the area. There is no evidence to suggest that these rocks reverse 

their dip beneath the Bowron River valley. Because of this, it is' 

almost certain that there is no potential for large tonnages amenable 

to surface mining. 
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